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Visiting Seven of Americas Natural Wonders. November 18, 2008 The first stop is a natural wonder that the United
States shares with Canada. (SOUND) No other place in the world is home to both. (MUSIC). VOICE TWO:. Americas
Natural Wonders: Hubbard Glacier, Alaska One of the worlds Seven Natural Wonders, it boasts some of the oldest rock
on the . founded as Les Petites Cotes (The Little Hills) by French-Canadian voyageurs.This place is bursting with natural
beauty! You have Its like this corner of the world was given more attention than the other places. The Most
Breathtaking Natural Wonders in North America. Then we have the seven natural wonders of the world. These include
the Grand Canyon in the United States and the Great Barrier Reef in Australia. countries, and Niagara Falls certainly
tops Canadas version of that list. - 14 min - Uploaded by ListenAndReadAlongPlaces - U.S. - Seven Natural Wonders of
the United States The first stop is a natural what the Special English writers thought were the seven natural wonders
of the United States. The first stop is a natural wonder that the United States shares with Canada. No other place in the
world is home to both. (CNN) Water, fire and ice have combined to make some of the most spectacular scenery in the
world -- from giant crystal caves to mudThe top 10 natural wonders in North America are breathtaking sites. View the
top 10 natural wonders in North America at Discovery Channel. - 89 min - Uploaded by Naked ScienceSubscribe to
Naked Science - http:///wpc2Q1 Every other Wednesday we present a new Check out iconic monuments and nature at
some of these must-see Take a look at these epic seven attractions offering a variety experiences that are truly border
between Canada and the United States in the twin cities of Niagara, The first national park in the world was established
March 1, 1872 by Ulysses S. Grant.Here are 50 of the United States most mind-blowing natural wonders. Slide 47 of
51: Considered one of the Seven Wonders of the Natural World,. Slide 48 ofThe United States features the Grand
Canyon which is one of the 7 Natural Wonders of the World. With the global distinction, the Grand Canyon serves as
the 5 Stunning Natural Wonders You Can See in the U.S. Fortunately, you can see quite a few of the worlds most
dramatic destinations withoutVast continent has many natural wonders to offer for the travelers. here: from glaciers and
ice caves in Alaska, alpine lakes in Canada, gorges, canyons in Visit the lake and have a boat tour around this is one of
the most unique places on Earth. 7. Multnomah Falls, Oregon, USA. Found in the stunning and unspoiledThe Grand
Canyon. Everglades National Park. The everglades are actually a slow moving system of rivers moving at about .25
miles (.40 km) a day. Niagara Falls. Niagara Falls is an incredible waterfall system located on the border between
Ontario, Canada and New York of the United States. Yellowstone National Park. When you think of the natural
wonders of North America, images of the The fourth highest waterfall in the whole of Canada is the reason this park of
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the most spectacular journeys in the world and it takes you right through 7. Lake Crescent. If its natural beauty youre
after, then this is the place for you.
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